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THE

WINNERS’Circle
Louisiana Dealer Kenny Sayes
Meets With President Bush
Last month, we reported on President
George W. Bush’s visit to Chantilly, Virginiabased Guernsey Office Products, to meet
with CEO David Guernsey and other local
small business owners and entrepreneurs
and discuss the federal government’s
response to the credit crisis.
The president must have liked what he heard
since just two weeks later, he sat down with
Kenny Sayes, owner of Sayes Office Supply
in Alexandria, Louisiana and nine other local
community business leaders at a fact finding
economic roundtable. Originally scheduled
to last just 30 minutes, President Bush spent
more than 90 minutes with Kenny and the
other business leaders.
“It was a very frank discussion about ‘Main
Street’ and the impact of the recovery
program,” Kenny reported. “The President
began the roundtable by talking about the
recent $700 billion federal bailout of Wall
Street banks and how he believed the action
was necessary to stabilize the economy in
the wake of the sub-prime loan crisis.
“He asked several questions about my
business, our employees and the impact of
the current economy,” he continued.
“Hopefully, our answers helped give him
insight into the situation facing not only my
business, but thousands more just like it.
“President Bush was personable and very
interested in learning about Sayes Office
Supply,” Kenny added. “This was an
opportunity of a lifetime and a tremendous
honor and privilege.”

Small Business Magazine Taps
Kansas City Dealer Missouri Office
Systems & Supplies as ‘Smart
Company to Watch’
Congratulations to Virgie Dillard and her
team at Kansas City’s Missouri Office
Systems & Supplies (MOSS), recently named
by KC Small Business magazine as one of its
2008 KC Smart Companies to Watch.
Virgie founded MOSS in 1993, after
managing the supplies department of a local
office machines business for 10 years. She
told the magazine “basic, common sense
business skills” are a major reason for her
dealership’s success.
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She also paid tribute to her employees and
their commitment to superior customer
service. She told the magazine her staff has
“spoiled” a lot of their customers, and she’s
proud of it. A TriMega member, Virgie also
said her membership has allowed her to be
competitive against the national players.
And, in common with many independents,
she puts heavy emphasis on local community
involvement, serving for several years as a
mentor to high school students under a local
entrepreneur development program and
sitting on the boards of various local non
profits and charitable organizations.
“We encourage our customers to ask for the
impossible, and we deliver what many
vendors say is the impossible,” she told the
magazine.

Midwest Office Supply, Illinois
Dealer, Back on the Acquisition Trail
Earlier this year, we reported on brothers Jeff
and Steve DeMarco at Midwest Office
Supply in Springfield, Illinois and their
acquisition of the office supplies division of
Marion, Illinois-based Haley Office
Equipment.
Last month, the DeMarco brothers took out
their checkbook again to add Roberts’
Office Supply to their shopping cart. Roberts
is located in Effingham, Illinois, about 100
miles northeast of Marion.
“Midwest has been delivering to the
southeastern corners of Illinois for some time
and when Randall and Shelia Roberts suggested
they were considering selling their business,
Midwest was presented with an opportunity we
could not dismiss,” said Steve.
He said long term plans for his company have
always called for growing a more visible
presence throughout the midwest region.
Acquiring Roberts’ Office Supply helps
Midwest Office Supply realize those plans.
The Roberts have operated a retail office
supply store “on the square” in downtown
Effingham for 17 years. “We are fortunate to be
able to continue the long tradition offered to
businesses in Effingham and the surrounding
area. The store and the Roberts are well liked
and highly respected. This dealership is
everything we look for as we continue to grow
our business,” said Steve.
continued on page 4
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Time to
Make Sure
of Your Fair
Share!
How much of your top customers’ total
office business are you really getting?
No two dealers, of course, will have the same
answer to that question. But however you answer it, it makes one key aspect of the current
business climate crystal clear: No matter how
difficult business conditions may get, opportunities for new sales and profits are always
out there and you don’t really have to go too
far afield to find them.
As United Stationers’ Dick Gochnauer notes
elsewhere in this issue, most buyers these
days like the idea of working with a one-stop
resource. In a world where everyone is trying
to do more with less, they no longer have the
time or inclination to work with multiple suppliers for their office needs.
If you’re already selling them office supplies,
for example, they want you to add jan-san,
breakroom products and anything else that
might make their own jobs easier. And if you
don’t step up and do it, someone else will.
In less challenging times, finding reasons to
ignore opportunities to broaden out the product mix was never that hard: “We don’t want
to risk any problems that might jeopardize our
existing business; our people don’t have the
expertise; we can’t be price-competitive,” for
example.
Now, however, when new business is becoming increasingly difficult to find, those reasons
just don’t work anymore.
If you and your people aren’t doing all you can
to maximize the value of every customer and
sell as much as possible to them, now’s the
time to start. Otherwise, you’re missing out on
one of the most effective ways to maintain
your fair share, no matter how tough things
may get.
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AMERICA’S FASTEST GROWING
PRIVATE COMPANIES

Complete Office Solutions • Kershner Office Furniture • Office Pro
Interior Investments LLC • Sandia Office Supply • M & M Office
King Business Interiors • Tango Office Environments
APEX Facility Resources Inc • Office Images Inc

INDUSTRY-SPECIFIC BUSINESS SOFTWARE

The software inside their success:
ECi Britannia and DDMS. Learn more.

Member of

866.374.3221
W W W. E C I 2 . C O M
INFO@ECI2.COM

Winners’ Circle:
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The latest acquisition gives Midwest four local
sales offices in Illinois including Springfield,
Peoria, Marion and now, Effingham. Midwest
said it will continue to conduct business at the
same location as Roberts’ Office Supply and
plans to keep the current Roberts’ sales,
support and delivery staff. Complete
transition to Midwest Office Supply is planned
for January, 2009.

Office Environments, Mississippi
Dealer, Celebrates 25th Anniversary
Norm Weber still remembers the day back in
1983 when he told his then boss he was going
to start his own dealership. “I told him I was
leaving to form a new dealership,” Norm recalls,
and his response was, ‘Your new business will
not survive more than two years.’”
As Norm and his wife Mona celebrate their
25th anniversary as co-owners of Jackson,
Mississippi-based Office Environments,
those words provide just as much motivation
today as they did back in 1983.
“As a competitor, that remark was forever
embedded in my mind and I became more
determined than ever to succeed,” Norm
recalls. And succeed he did. From its
downtown Jackson headquarters, Office
Environments today covers the entire state
of Mississippi with a product mix that is 60%
office furniture and 40% supplies.
The dealership has represented Teknion as
its lead contract line for more than 10 years
and offers the full range of contract solutions:
architectural wall systems, educational and
healthcare furniture and filing and storage
products in addition to casegoods, seating
and panel systems.
Business has been holding up pretty well,
Norm reports, thanks in large part to a team
of hard-working industry veterans who
collectively have over 50 years of industry
experience. And while, like everyone else
right now, Norm is concerned about
prospects for next year, he’s also confident
of his dealership’s ability to withstand
whatever challenges may come its way.
“We’ve always been fortunate to be able to
run a tight business with no debt and we
manage our margins very closely,” he says.
Clearly, it’s a formula that has worked well
for the last 25 years. Here’s hoping it proves
just as effective over the next 25!

J L Business Interiors, Wisconsin
Dealer, Earns ‘Small Business of the
Year’ Award
When it comes to providing exceptional
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support for deserving charities and being a
good corporate citizen in the community,
nobody does it better than today’s independent dealers. Case in point: J L Business
Interiors in West Bend, Wisconsin, winners of
the 2008-09 “Small Business of the Year”
award from their local chamber of commerce.
The dealership has come a long way since
founders Jeff and Karen Lambie started
working out of their garage back in 1994.
Today, J L operates out of a 30,000 sq. ft.
facility, with 28 employees and a steadily
growing customer base in West Bend, about
40 miles north of Milwaukee.
In addition to a broad offering of mid-market
furniture from manufacturers like Global and
La-Z-Boy, J L also has an equally broad
portfolio of furniture-related services,
including furniture storage, high volume-low
pressure painting, carpeting and flooring,
sound masking systems and more.
“We’ve always gone to market with the goal
of selling as much to our existing customers
as we can and our services represent a logical
outcome of that approach,” Jeff explains.
“We’ve also operated as a very environmentally-conscious business from Day One
and try to help keep as much product as
possible out of the landfill,” he says.
On the “lean and green” front, the dealership
has a healthy furniture refurbishing and
cleaning business and goes to market with a
strong “reduce, re-use and recycle” message.
Community involvement is also a key
element of the business for Jeff and Karen
and their team. Several staff members are
involved with local service organizations like
the Kiwanis and the Rotary Club and the
dealership supports local non-profits with
furniture donations on a regular basis.

as new office furniture, earned honors in the
“Environmental” awards category.

Butler Business Products, Houston
Dealer, Holds First Open House
Ray Butler and his team at Houston’s Butler
Business Products are not the kind of hardcharging entrepreneurs to let a little thing like
bad weather stand in their way. Their
company slogan, “Yes We Can,” pretty much
sums up the attitude of Ray and his team, no
matter how tough conditions might get.
Just three weeks after Hurricane Ike tore
through Houston, leaving a trail of debris
and devastation and setting new records as
the most costly and destructive storm ever
to hit Texas, Ray and his team were
welcoming customers and prospects to their
first ever Open House.
Undeterred by Ike’s fury and even while
parts of the city were still waiting for power
to be restored, the welcome mat was out at
Butler Business Products, to showcase the
dealership’s new facility.
“We were hurt some by the hurricane, but our
vendors were very supportive and extremely
pleased by the quality of attendees that came
to see them,” Ray reports.
Vendors came up with a truckload of door
prizes and premiums to keep visitors happy,
including an Alera chair from United
Stationers, a printer from Hewlett-Packard,
tickets to local NFL games and more.
Things went so well at the Open House that
Ray and his team are already planning for the
next one, scheduled for April of 2009, when
regardless of the weather, the dealership will
be celebrating its 35th anniversary.

South Dakota’s Brown & Saenger:
Looking Good on Wheels!

“We’re all part of the same community,” Jeff
points out, “and this is our way to show the
community we’re here to stay and
appreciate all their support.”
If the local chamber’s recent Small Business
of the Year award offers any indication, it
looks like that appreciation flows both ways
for the J L team.

Austin Dealer Office Furniture NOW!
Wins Environmental Business Award
Also earning special kudos recently was
Austin, Texas-based Office Furniture NOW!
The dealership was just one of 24 Austin-area
firms to win a 2008 Greater Austin Business
Award. Office Furniture NOW!, which sells
pre-owned and refurbished product as well
INDEPENDENT DEALER

Thanks go to Lyle Dabbert of Brown &
Saenger in Sioux Falls, South Dakota, the
latest contributor to our ongoing series of
truck graphics from innovative dealers. If
you’ve got trucks that look as good as this,
just send along a photo and we’ll be happy
to share it with your fellow independents!
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Secrets of Success

Retail and Commercial:
The Perfect Blend for Eakes

A

by Jim Rapp

Anyone who thinks independent retail office
products stores are a thing of the past has not
heard about Eakes Office Plus, headquartered
in Grand Island, Nebraska.

n Mark Miller,
president
n Eakes Office Plus
Grand Island, Nebraska
n 10 locations,
8 retail stores
n Office supplies,
furniture, copiers,
printing, gifts
n Founded: 1945
n Sales: $40 million
(approx. )
n Employees: 185
n Partners:
is.group, Pinnacle
Affiliates, S.P. Richards,
Steelcase, The HON
Company, Sharp
n On-line sales: 40%
n web: www.eakes.com
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Howard Eakes started the business in 1945,
repairing typewriters at the kitchen table. Several years later he moved out of the kitchen
and into a small space in downtown Grand
Island, selling a few office supplies on the side.
Eventually, sons Ron and Dan Eakes joined the
business, and the store was enlarged. The
company grew steadily in the ’70s and ’80s,
with more store openings and the development of a thriving commercial business.
Eakes’ retail stores are located in towns
throughout southeastern Nebraska. They currently service 86 counties in Nebraska, as well
as the northern tier of Kansas and the northeastern corner of Colorado.
Mark Miller joined Eakes in 1993, after graduating from the University of Nebraska and
serving a short stint with J.C. Penney as a
computer specialist. He joined Eakes to manage its computer system, then worked his way
up through the organization before being
named president in 2000.
Even though Eakes operates separate divisions for supplies, furniture, equipment and
INDEPENDENT DEALER

retail, they all work closely together to serve
each customer.
Miller explains, “A customer comes into a
store to buy supplies, a card or gift, takes a
look at our furniture display, perhaps needs
copies made or printing done. We determine
if that customer should be contacted by the
commercial or furniture contract divisions, if
they have a copier, etc.
“Conversely, our large accounts are made
aware of all the products and services available at our retail stores. The fact that customers can buy just about any product or
service from us that they will ever need is a big
plus,” Miller says, “And our commercial business gets a boost from the name recognition
of our retail stores.”
The Eakes organization and employees are involved in dozens of community activities
throughout Nebraska. Miller is chairman of the
Grand Island Hospital Board, and has held
various offices with the local chamber of commerce. He is currently a member of the
is.group board of directors.
Asked about the future of Eakes, Miller said
that they have designs on becoming bigger,
but was not specific. Keep your eye out for
even bigger things to come from Grand Island!
Page 6
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Our new website features have everyone talking. With a variety of
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to order placement, we want to ensure they have it when and
where they need it. From downloadable assembly instructions and
brochures to green product information and online tracking.
Safco’s new website covers it all!

safcoproducts.com

Secrets of Success
Office Furniture Team
at a Glance

Second to None
Office Furniture Team survives and thrives
in a challenging economy by providing
customers with an array of pre-owned
furniture and seconds.
It’s nice to have a niche. Office Furniture
Team (OFT) sure does. The Addison,
Texas-based furniture dealership specializes in new and pre-owned furniture and
systems and while it’s certainly not the
only game in town when it comes to
selling pre-owned furniture—the dealership has 10 competitors within just one
square mile—CEO Brad Richardson and
his team can draw on some impressive
resources to set themselves apart from
the pack.
For one thing, there’s an 8,500-sq. ft.
facility, which is pretty much one supersized showroom. At any given time
visitors will find 75-100 offices worth of
furniture in the building, as well as 4,000
chairs and 400-500 lateral files.
Although much of the furniture available
from OFT is pre-owned, it also carries a
wide selection of imports that are
acquired direct from the manufacturer.
Those lines include Boss, Matrix, and IFI
among others.
As far as pre-owned goes, OFT stock
represents the equivalent of a Who’s Who
within the office furniture segment,
including Allsteel, Gunlocke, Haworth,
Herman Miller, HON, Kimball, La-Z-Boy,
Mayline, National, Steelcase and Teknion.
OFT doesn’t oversell its furniture offerings
and Richardson points out that customers
understand they’re getting good value for
what they’re paying.
“If it has a little imperfection, that’s fine
with them,” says Richardson. “They’re
more concerned about getting it quick or
DECEMBER 2008

getting it now.”
OFT’s convenient location allows clients
to drop in, browse the floor, place an
order and have that furniture delivered
and installed within a day or two. And
once they find what they like, they can
simply visit the dealership’s web site
when they need additional furniture. Fully
35% of OFT’s sales are now generated
online.
Many customers find OFT via Yellow
Pages advertising, but a big portion of its
business comes through referrals and
existing relationships within the
commercial real estate market.
As with any successful office furniture
dealer, customer service is a critical
component and OFT excels in this
department. Thirteen employees do a
terrific job of meeting client’s needs.
Steering the ship is Richardson, OFT’s
former general manager and a 28-year
office furniture industry veteran, who
purchased the company a year ago.
Unlike many dealers higher up the office
furniture food chain, OFT doesn’t take too
dim a view of the prospect of a declining
economy.
Tough times and layoffs mean more new
entrepreneurs looking to start their own
businesses and that translates into new
customers for Richardson and his team.
A downward spiraling economy also
means opportunities for OFT to acquire
more pre-owned furniture, though that
side of the business is not without its
challenges.
“Good quality product is not as plentiful
as it used to be,” says Richardson. “The
challenge is finding good used product
and making sure relationships with my
INDEPENDENT DEALER

n Management:
Brad Richardson, CEO
n Product offerings:
Pre-owned and imported
office furniture
n In business since: 1997
n Yearly Revenues: $5 million
n Employees: 13
n Key furniture suppliers:
Boss, Matrix, IFI
n Website: www.oftoffice.com

vendors are strong
enough to keep my
costs down and volume up.”
Despite his concerns about
quality, Richardson is still
finding a wealth of opportunities for acquiring pre-owned furniture
even if he turns a lot of deals down.
“I’m kind of harvesting right now, getting
all the good stuff that I know will sell,” he
notes.
“I feel comfortable in knowing that my
sales people like coming to work, like
working here, and they do a really good
job,” says Richardson. “To be honest with
you, as an owner I typically hear about
every negative problem, but since I’ve
taken over, I’ve heard no complaints. That
tells me a lot about my team and how
they take care of our customers.”
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560+ Dealers

Sales Up 13%

$32M+ in Rebates

35 New Members

Industry Leading

Thank You... Thank You... Thank You... Thank You... Thank You...
to our dealers for
record growth!
TriMega is the
largest dealer
group in the world
with 560+ dealers
in all 50 states,
Mexico, and the
Carribean!

to our supplier
partners for
helping our
dealers drive
record revenues!
2008 YTD Sales
are up 13.2%!
Dealers in the
group over one
year [same store
sales] are up
3.1%!

to our supplier
partners for
providing the
richest programs
in the history of
the independent
channel! Record
Rebates - $32+
Million in cash to
our dealers in
2008!

For more information about TriMega Purchasing Association
or for a FREE Information Kit
contact Grady Taylor at gtaylor@trimega.org
or call 847-699-3330
847-699-3330

•

www.trimega.org

to our members
for being our best
recruiting assets –
telling the TriMega
story to other
independents!
35 New Members
added in 2008
to date!

to our dealers
and suppliers for
making TriMega
Purchasing
Association the
leading and largest
organization of its
type in the world!

Independents Have Outstanding Opportunity to
Grow Share, Says United CEO at Vision Show
United Stationers
president and CEO Dick
Gochnauer told dealers
they have an outstanding
opportunity to gain market
share but will need to
embrace new strategies
and tactics to make the
most of it.

Business and
community leader
Bill Strickland
offered an inspiring
message about
how world class
environments lead
to world class
citizens.

If you have news to share - email it to
Simon@IDealerCentral.com

Independents today have an outstanding opportunity to take market share
from their big box competition, but to make the most of that opportunity
they must be willing to think differently about how they run their
dealerships and embrace new strategies and tactics in several critical
areas.
That was the message that came through loud and clear from the Vision
2009 National Dealer Forum in Orlando last month, where United
Stationers hosted its first-call dealers and their business partners for three
days of education, information and networking, not to mention a trade
show featuring new products and programs from over 100 exhibitors.
With the industry’s national resellers focused on cutting costs and
shedding salespeople in the face of tough business challenges, this is an
ideal time for independents to gain market share, United Stationers
president and CEO Dick Gochnauer told dealers in Orlando.
But, he said, they will need to adopt new strategies in four key areas to
make the most of it all. He said dealers need to adopt a “Total Source”
approach to merchandising and look on themselves as selling “products
and services for the workplace,” not just office products alone.
Gochnauer said one-stop shopping has become increasingly important
for office buyers who no longer have the time to work with multiple
suppliers to meet their needs.
Broadening the mix to grow sales of jan-san and breakroom products,
workplace safety supplies, green products and similar categories not only
allows independents to expand their share of existing customers’
spending, he suggested.
It also enables them to reach new customers with a broader product
offering and address the perception that independents don’t have as
broad a product offering as their national competitors.
In addition, Gochnauer continued, dealers need to build and press their
service advantage. He said staff cutbacks and a failure to invest in
infrastructure by the national players have created new opportunities for
independents in the service area.

A splendid time was guaranteed for all by a Beatles
tribute band at a “Thursday Night in Black and White”
party sponsored by Hewlett-Packard.

He noted United Stationers’ own investment in logistics of over $100
million in the past five years and he urged dealers to stress their
partnership with United and its distribution network to help close the
credibility gap with their larger competitors.
Gochnauer also urged dealers to step up e-business efforts.
continued on page 11
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continued from page 10

He said United’s new e-content, introduced a year ago but
constantly refined since then, and its SmartSearch Web
capability, introduced prior to the Vision 2009 event, are
designed to give dealers the ability to offer the same kind of
online shopping experience as their larger competitors and he
urged dealers to do all they can to embrace e-business and
digital marketing.

United Honors
Preferred Suppliers at Vision Conference
At the Vision conference, United also recognized selected
manufacturers as 2009 Preferred Supplies for outstanding
innovation, collaboration and customer service. They
included:

“If you and United don’t invest in e-business, neither one of us
will be around in the future,” he told dealers bluntly.

Batteries/Flashlights . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Energizer

The fourth key strategy on Gochnauer’s list focused on
branding. “Have a clear picture of what makes your dealership
different in the marketplace and use that difference to revitalize
your brand,” he urged.

Binders & Indexes/Labels . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Avery

Take advantage of every opportunity to present your company
name and logo to customers and prospects—not just on
business stationery, but on your staff’s shirts, company trucks,
e-mail marketing pieces and more, he suggested.
Use the Internet as the great equalizer, he advised dealers. It’s
your most cost-effective way to reach customers and
prospects and it can make you look a lot bigger than you are.

Binding Systems/Staplers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Acco

Calculators/Printing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sharp
Calendars/Organizers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . At-A-Glance
Cleaning Tools & Supplies. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rubbermaid
Color Laser Printers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lexmark
Computer Accessories . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Kensington
Emerging Supplier – Furniture. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Balt
Envelopes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Quality Park
Fax/Multifunction Machines & Label Makers . . . . Brother
File Folders . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Smead

Finally, he suggested, embrace a spirit of giving back to the
community. As this year’s honoree of the City of Hope’s Spirit
of Life award, Gochnauer headed an industry-wide campaign
that helped raise $7.3 million in support of research and
treatment of cancer and other life-threatening diseases and he
urged dealers to recognize the importance of community
service and giving.

Hanging File Folders/Report Covers . . . . . . . . . . . Esselte
Hand Soap & Toiletries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Gojo
Lamination . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Fellowes
Paper . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . International Paper
Pens . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sanford
Printers/Imaging Supplies . . . . . . . . . . . Hewlett Packard

He also encouraged dealers to embrace the green movement,
not just by selling environmentally-friendly products but also
by adopting green business policies and procedures. And he
called on them to commit to building a workforce that reflects
the diversity of their customer base.
“Customers notice and they respond,” he said. “People like to
work with good corporate citizens and help make a difference.”
In addition to Gochnauer’s address, the Vision show also
featured presentations by other senior United executives and
business and community leader Bill Strickland, who delivered
an inspiring message about helping people excel by providing
a positive environment.
There was also a variety of seminars on key dealer topics and
entertainment at the Gala Dinner from comedian Dennis Miller.
Among the prizes donated by manufacturers was a MiniCooper provided by The HON Company.

Recycled Paper . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Boise Paper
Specialty Furniture . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Safco
Tables . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Iceberg
Tape & Dispensers/Notes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3M
Towel & Tissue . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Kimberly Clark
Waste Can Liners. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Webster
In addition, several companies were also recognized for
standout performances in the areas of operations, field sales
support and sustainability including:
n ACCO for Sales Support & Field Initiatives
n Hewlett Packard for Operations - Most Improved Supplier
n Quality Park for Operational Supplier Excellence
n Eco-Products for Creative Green Products

continued on page 13
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How can you help
erase cancer?

canswer.
Dr. Jack G. Truong, Vice President
of 3M

One in three women and one
in two men will be diagnosed
with cancer in their lifetimes.
This year, Dr. Jack G. Truong,
City of Hope’s 2009 Spirit of
Life® honoree, encourages you
to continue your strong
support in helping find the
answers to cancer.

City of Hope’s
National Office Products Industry

Tour and Luncheon
Tuesday, February 24, 2009
Duarte, Calif.
To make reservations, contact Monique DeVaughn
at 866-905-HOPE or e-mail mdevaughn@coh.org.

Join members of the National Office Products
Industry for a tour of City of Hope and a look
behind the people and technology dedicated to
unlocking the cures for cancer and other lifethreatening diseases.

www.cityofhope.org/nopi

Industry News:

continued from page 11

OFDA Dealer Strategies
Keynote Focuses on Key
Areas for Continued
Growth in Tough Times

“The best time to grow your own business is in times of
uncertainty and fear, when everyone else stops doing business,”
business growth expert Steven S. Little told members of the
Office Furniture Dealers Alliance (OFDA) in the keynote
presentation at their 2008 Dealer Strategies Conference in New
Orleans last month.

n Understand the power of technology. Technology tools
can help make us money or save us money, but you have
to be smart how you use them. “Don’t let your systems
make you stupid,” he urged and never allow your
technology tools to become an excuse for not delivering
what your customers want.

In his presentation, Little focused on seven key tasks where
businesses need to concentrate efforts in order to generate
sustainable, profitable growth in tough economic times. They were:

n Find and keep the best and brightest people for your
dealership. The greatest barrier to growth lies in not
being able to find, train and retain talented workers, Little
argued. Make a point of regularly evaluating your team
and taking your less gifted people and “gifting them back
to the community,” he suggested. Employee retention
equals customer retention and the better you are at one,
the better you become at the other, he maintained.

n Maintain a strong sense of purpose for the business.
Purpose always precedes profit, Little contended. Money
fuels growth and it’s a great way to keep score, but a
successful business is never simply about money or
wealth accumulation.
n Put a priority on outstanding market intelligence. The
more you know about what’s really happening in the
markets you serve, the better able you will be to
recognize and adapt to the fundamental changes taking
place in your company and community, he argued.
n Make sure you have effective growth planning systems
in place. The best predictor of growth in any organization
is the presence of effective growth planning systems,
Little told OFDA members. “Only 12% of privately-held
companies in the U.S. and Canada have a growth plan
that is written, well-communicated to their people and
regularly updated and they are the ones most likely to
succeed,” he said.
n Run your business on the basis of customer-driven
processes. There isn’t a business out there that isn’t
committed to quality, Little argued, but who’s defining
quality for you, he asked. Too many companies define
quality internally rather than reaching out to customers
and prospects to learn what quality means for them, he
charged. The more your processes are built to serve the
needs of customers or potential customers, the more
likely you are to grow, he suggested.
DECEMBER 2008

n Try to see the future more clearly and plan the future
of your business accordingly. The history of mankind has
been one of consistent, constant change and that
change is accelerating right before our eyes, Little
pointed out. He said dealer owners will have 85-year old
people working in their businesses in the future and “one
of them will be you!” He also said America is increasingly
a bilingual country and that businesses ignore the Latino
market at their peril. “It’s has nothing to do with politics
and everything to do with reality,” he contended.
In addition to Little, the conference featured over 25 different
workshops and breakout sessions, an expo showcasing OFDA
manufacturers, dealer technology providers and other service
organizations, and tours of New Orleans-area contract furniture
dealers.

AOPD Welcomes New Dealer Member
American Office Products Distributors (AOPD) has added another
new member dealer to the organization–Troy, Michigan-based
Office Express. AOPD’s total membership now stands at 63
dealers with 141 locations, providing distribution throughout the
United States, Canada, Puerto Rico, and Australia.

INDEPENDENT DEALER
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we are all in this together
Shachihata believes that it is our responsibility to preserve the environment
and to develop ecologically sensitive products and services.
When we develop new products, we use recycled or ecologically renewable
materials wherever possible. Our efforts are evident in our many products
which qualify as ECO products (more than 50% recycled content).
In an effort to minimize waste, we develop high quality products that
have a long life. We create products that are refillable and have
replaceable parts. This helps reduce waste and improves our environment.
Our manufacturing processes are as ecologically safe as possible. The water
we use in production is filtered to remove debris and salt before it goes
down the drain and out to sea. The solvents we use to clean our ink tanks
are recycled and reused. We also reuse our scrap materials in production.

Shachihata’s ECO line of products is another example of
Shachihata's commitment to the planet, not just for today but for the future as well.

©2008 Shachihata Inc.
For more information call: 1800.851.2686
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Vision Business Products
Recognizes Top Dealers,
Suppliers
The Vision Business Products IT dealer
marketing and buying organization recently
recognized top dealers and suppliers at its
recent Annual Supplies Conference.
Twenty-one dealers, representing over
$194 million in annual sales, were
recognized for their outstanding sales
performance. The 2008 George A. Blanco
Award for Sales Excellence was presented
to Vision Busi-ness Products of Pittsburgh/
Washington, DC.
Fujifilm was named Supplier of the Year and
Synnex received Distributor of the Year
honors. The 2008 President’s Award went
to Imation in recognition of its overall
program and support. Hewlett Packard
Canada was recognized as Canadian
Supplier of the Year.

ECi Honors ‘Outstanding
AbilityOne Distributor’ Customers,
Names New Customer Service
Manager for Britannia
Technology
provider
eCommerce
Industries recently announced that six of
its dealer customers have been recognized as outstanding distributors for
AbilityOne, the government program
formerly known as JWOD that coordinates
government purchases of products made
by the blind or people with other severe
disabilities. ECi dealers recognized by
AbilityOne were:
n Chuckals, Tacoma, WA
n KM2, Hanover, MD
n Metro Office Products, Belcamp, MD
n Miller's Office Products, Lorton, VA
n Stephens Office Supply, Poquoson, VA
n VIP Printing & Office Supply, Hinesville, GA
“Six of the ten dealers recognized as
outstanding are ECi customers,” said ECi
COO Ron Books. “We want to congratulate these six companies for their
achievement, as well as all of our custo-

mers who participate in the program and
help make it such a success.”
Separately, ECi announced the promotion
of John Owen to customer service manager
for its ECi Britannia business system. Owen
has held a variety of positions within the
company over the last six years, beginning
as a customer service representative in the
same technical support department that he
now heads. In his new position, he will
oversee the technical support center for
ECi Britannia and related software products
and be responsible for all support-related
services for dealers using these products.

ACCO Restructuring Plan Aims
to Cut $15-20 Million in Annual
Operating Expenses
ACCO Brands has announced a major
corporate restructuring aimed at cutting
annual operating expenses by $15-20
million and reducing the number of
business units it operates worldwide from
nine to four.
continued on page 16
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As part of the restructuring, ACCOs’ Office Products and
Document Finishing groups have been replaced by two
geography-based organizations, ACCO Brands Americas and
ACCO Brands International.
ACCO Brands Americas will be headed by Boris Elisman,
president, who had been president of the Office Products Group.
ACCO Brands International will be led by Peter Munk, president,
who was previously president of ACCO Brands Europe. Both
Elisman and Munk will report to Robert J. Keller, chairman and
chief executive officer.
ACCO’s Computer Products and Commercial Laminating
Solutions groups will continue as separate business segments,
reporting to Keller.

Acme United Expands Microban Agreement
Acme United has expanded its exclusive agreement with
antimicrobial products company Microban International for the
use of antimicrobial technology in its products.
The expanded relationship broadens distribution in Europe,
Australia and Asia, and will include the launch of new personal
care items in Europe. It will also provide antimicrobial protection
for the new range of safety and first-aid products Acme is
introducing to the U.S. market.

New President for Allsteel
HNI Corporation has announced today the appointment of Jeff
Lorenger as president of Allsteel, reporting to Stan Askren, HNI
chairman, president and CEO.
Lorenger joined HNI in 1998 and has since held multiple executive
level positions, including vice president, sales and marketing for
The HON Company; vice president, general counsel and secretary
for HNI, and vice president, seating for Allsteel.

Clover Technologies Names
Akers Business Solutions Rep Group of the Year
Clover Technologies has named Glen Burnie, Maryland-based
Akers Business Solutions its Rep Group of the Year for 2008.
ABS, which increased business by over $3 million last year,
received the award at last month’s Clover Summit meeting.

KFI Seating Announces New North American Sales
Manager
KFI Seating has appointed Ron Elzy as its North American sales
manager. Elzy comes to KFI from Schwab Corporation, where he
served as vice president of national accounts. A veteran with 22
years of industry experience, Elzy will operate out of KFI’s
corporate office in Louisville, Kentucky and be responsible for all
sales activities in the North American market, including
management of KFI’s independent sales representatives across
the country.
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Safco Launches New Web Site with Expanded
Dealer Resources, Names New VP of Sales for
Patrician Furniture
Safco Products has launched a new web site with expanded
dealer resources as part of an effort to provide a high degree of
flexibility and respond more effectively to business needs
throughout the dealer organization.
The new site makes it easier for dealers to get their pricing, place
orders, receive order confirmation and track order and shipment
status online. In addition, the site provides 24-hour access to vital
resources not just for the dealer, but for each department within
that dealership, including shipping estimates and downloadable
assembly instructions for customer service, training and literature
pieces for sales staff, and hi-res image access for the design team.
“Studying the daily work habits of different functions within the
workplace gives us an idea of their struggles,” said Pam
LaFontaine, Safco’s director of marketing. “We’ve designed our
products and the way we do business based on this understanding, which means dealers can rest easy, even while they’re
at work! It’s part of a continuous development process to offer
more ways for our customers to thrive in their 9 to 5.” For more
information, visit www.safcoproducts.com.
Separately, Safco announced it has appointed David Pustell
national sales manager of its Patrician Furniture division. A
veteran with 20 years’ industry experience, Pustell served as
regional director for The HON Company before joining Patrician.

Steelcase Receives EPA Award for Waste Reduction
Steelcase has been honored as 2008 Large Business Partner of
the Year by WasteWise, an Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) program that recognizes companies and organizations for
their efforts to reduce municipal solid waste. The WasteWise
Large Business Partner of the Year Award honors overall waste
reduction achievements and efforts to purchase or manufacture
recycled-content products.
This is Steelcase's first ever Partner of the Year Award and the
seventh consecutive year that the EPA has honored the company.

New VP for the Highlands Group National
The Highlands Group National rep organization recently
announced that Butch Ellis has joined the company as vice
president of its newly formed Jan/San organization.
Ellis was formerly with Office Depot and S.P. Richards and brings
over 12 years of office products merchandising and category
management experience to the company.
“We are excited to have Butch join our team with his vast
experience and relationships at national accounts.
His
knowledge and successes in our industry will add substantial
value to our customers and our company,” said Highlands Group
CEO Bob O’Gara.
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A look at the
challenges and
opportunities
involved in
marketing to
this key vertical

Cover: GLOBALCare Sonoma
Personal Room Furniture Collection
courtesy of Global Total Office
(www.thinkglobalcare.com)
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The healthcare market represents a healthy
business opportunity for office products and
office furniture dealers provided they can
figure out how to get their foot in the door.
Although this is less of a challenge for office
furniture dealers, it is an ongoing one for
office products dealers. For them, the big
challenge is capturing large accounts.

few different buying groups—Amerinet,
Premier and a few others,” he says, “so
hospitals and medical clinics, for the most
part are pretty hard to penetrate. They pay to
belong to those groups, buy medical supplies through them, and those groups have
done some things to coerce them to buy
other things from them as well.”

“We do okay in doctor’s offices and
laboratories, but whenever we looked into
where those big opportunities are, either
we’re frozen out or the margins are enough
to choke on,” says David Guernsey,
president of Guernsey Office Products in
Chantilly, Virginia.

Those large healthcare organizations that
Complete Office has been lucky enough to
win over tend to be renegades who like to
defy the bureaucracy. For example, one of
Complete Office’s Milwaukee division’s biggest customers is a hospital while one of the
company’s top ten customers is a medical
group.

Rick Israel, president of Complete Office in
Seattle, offers a similar diagnosis. “Most of
the healthcare [market] is tied up through a
Page 18

But those tend to be the exceptions. As a
continued on page 19
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result Complete Office has found it easier
to pursue customers elsewhere, even
though they stack up pretty well evenly
with the medical buying groups on pricing.
“We can be competitive with them, but we
try to take the path of least resistance,”
Israel says of the buying groups who cater
to the healthcare industry. “Those
[accounts] are hard, but there’s a lot more
out there that are much easier [to win].
Why pursue something where the decision
maker has to go through this huge chain
of command to get someone to say we’re
going to go against our corporate policy of
supporting this buying group?”
Competing for business with the big
healthcare-oriented buying groups has
long been a sore spot for the office dealer
channel and even for the healthcare client.
It’s like beating a dead horse to say that
pricing is one of the big issues even though
the facts show that healthcare-related
buying groups aren’t always the best bet.
Consider that back in 2002, The New York
Times reported on a General Accounting
Office study that found that using a big
buying group “did not guarantee that the
hospital saved money.”
It was also reported that the prices
negotiated by buying groups “were often
higher than prices paid by hospitals

negotiating directly with vendors” and in
some instances “at least 25% higher.”
While some office products dealers aren’t
all that enthusiastic about jumping through
hoops to win healthcare clients’ business,
others aren’t doing too badly. Sayes Office
Products in Alexandria, Louisiana, counts
as its clients hospitals, medical offices,
and healthcare-support organizations.
Those customers make up about 15
percent of Sayes’ business. Still, large
hospitals are tough to crack.
“For some reason they like the big
contracts with the mega boxes,” notes
Kenny Sayes, president. “They have a
hard time seeing the costs involved in
what they’re doing.”
For example, one of the major hospitals in
Sayes’ market saw no value in free
desktop delivery.
“Even though I was local and could do it
for free, they were willing to pay the big
box five extra points for desktop delivery,”
he laments.
Even when he loses the business, Sayes
occasionally picks up the odd order from
the large hospitals when their primary
supplier drops the ball. That’s when he
starts lobbying again for their business.
“I tell them, ‘You’re always calling me

whenever your other supplier can’t deliver,
isn’t a one-stop shop worth something to
you? If there’s a problem, it’s fixed the
same day or the next day. And you don’t
have to ship things back.’”
Sayes finds the lure of rebates from the big
boxes another challenge to winning the
business of those big customers. “I don’t
think they understand how rebates really
work or the exclusions,” he says.
For Sayes, healthcare clients aren’t all that
different from his traditional client base, at
least in what they’re buying. There are
subtle differences, however.
“The medical field probably isn’t as
demanding on a service level,” Sayes
notes. “The biggest problem we have with
them is that they’re constantly analyzing
pricing. There’s always someone knocking
on their door or the corporate office’s door
preaching that they’ve got a better
program.”
Sayes feels that the office manager or
administrative professional in a medical
office is a bit more savvy about doing
business with the independent dealer than
hospital purchasing agents.
“They definitely seem to see the value of
somebody being able to take care of them
and show them what’s new, and who is
easier to do business with than the big
boxes,” opines Sayes.
Another advantage that Sayes Office
Supplies offers is the ability to stock
special medical forms, as it does for one
of its clients, and then deliver them free of
charge.
“That’s a complimentary thing we do and
it just makes it a little bit harder for the big
boxes to compete,” notes Sayes.
It may not always feel that way to them,
but office furniture dealers seem to have
an easier time marketing to healthcare
clients than their office product
counterparts.

Steelcase
continued on page 20
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Healthcare represents about 25% of
Dallas-based BKM Total Office’s overall
volume—the remaining three quarters
coming from corporate/finance, and
higher education.
Healthcare clients are looking for solutions
in several areas, according to Carlene
Wilson, vice president of sales and
marketing.
On the clinical side, they’re looking at
furnishings for patient rooms, medical
exam rooms, consultation rooms, and
labs, as well as other areas located within
healthcare facilities. Those products
encompass patient chairs, over-bed
tables, bed stands, lab equipment, and
custom millwork.
Clients are also purchasing general-area
products such as cafeteria and meeting
room products, products for back offices,
lobby and waiting room furniture, as well
as children’s furniture.
Asked about the challenges of selling to
this market, Wilson rattles off a laundry list
of long lead times, construction delays,
and slow pay.
“Planning for a hospital is much more
complex than a corporate medical building
because of the various systems and
infrastructure of the facility,” explains

Wilson. “We’re already working on projects
for 2011 and 2012. That’s the nature of this
business. It’s not really a quick turnaround.”
How does
customers?

BKM

approach

those

“You have to be willing to make the
investment because it’s such a long sales
cycle. You really need to understand that
before you even get into this market,” she
says. “And when you bring people on staff
and invest in resources to cover that
market, you have to recognize that you
aren’t going to see a payoff right away
because of the long lead times.”
Just who the decision makers are in the
healthcare furnishings market depends on
the segment the office furniture dealer is
selling to and the size of that sale. Wilson
reports that large installations usually
involve million-dollar opportunities and
that often means working with a committee. In some cases Wilson is selling to
procurement managers, but usually it’s to
a group of people who are typically
accompanied by various consultants,
technology experts, architects, designers,
and real estate executives.
Wilson typically finds her healthcare
clients fairly savvy when it comes to

buying furniture.
“They’re very knowledgeable because
they know what works for them and what
they want relative to a product perspective,” notes Wilson. “When you’re dealing
with the chief of staff or the head nurse of
a particular unit within a hospital, they’re
very knowledgeable about the features
they want and they’re often very
knowledgeable about the manufacturers
who provide them. That means our own
team really needs to understand the
products and the appropriate applications
of those products.”
Business Furniture of Indianapolis (BFI)
has always done a significant amount of
business in the healthcare market. Most of
it has historically been on the administrative side, but that’s changing.
“As we’ve gotten more involved, we’re
doing more patient rooms because they
want more of a residential look and a little
softer appeal to those patient touches,
and obviously our business has increased
from that,” says Rebecca Dean, vice
president sales and design with BFI.
“The contract furniture market has
definitely started to respond to those
needs, too. It’s not such a struggle to find
continued on page 21
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It’s not just furniture that BFI provides to
its healthcare clients. They also provide
sound-masking products.
“We’re doing that in exam rooms, and at
check-in and check-out areas,” says Dean.
“We’re educating customers about sound
masking. We’re bringing it up almost every
time we meet with a client.”
For dealers looking to ramp up their efforts
in the healthcare environment, Dean shares
some tips for success.

Teknion
product that fits into the spaces anymore
now that there are more choices out there.
I still think our industry has a long way to
go in developing products that are really
well suited for specific environments.”
One of the qualities that Dean has found
common to her healthcare clients is the
need to test-drive the furniture.
“With other groups, we can bring them
into our space and talk to them, or go into
their space and we’ll be able to get an idea
of what their needs are without having to
bring in a product,” notes Dean.
“Healthcare clients need to see, touch,
and feel things a bit more than clients in
some of our other markets do, which is
interesting when you need to bring a
recliner or sleeper bed.”
The product categories that seem to
resonate with BFI’s healthcare clients are
those that help their facilities attract
patients, such as patient rooms and other
areas where visitors might sit.
“The lobby in general has always gotten a
lot of attention, but when you go to those
smaller waiting rooms and things like that,
they’re really trying to give people an
opportunity to be in smaller groups by
creating a family setting and making it
more like home,” says Dean.
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“Everybody is really comfortable with a
corporate environment, but not everybody
has had experiences in the healthcare
environment,” she notes. “It’s really helpful
if you can walk in the shoes of a caregiver,
a patient, and a support person (family
member or friend). Think about the
environment you’re trying to help them
build from a human perspective and use
that as a starting point to define what
furniture piece you can provide them with.”
Chasen’s Business Interiors, a Herman
Miller dealer headquartered in Richmond
Virginia, has a host of healthcare clients
from small private practices to large
healthcare systems. It provides those
clients with a full complement of
furnishings for waiting rooms, patient
rooms, pharmacies, and laboratories.
Brad Turner is the healthcare consultant
for Chasen’s and that title is not a
misnomer. “I definitely provide a lot of
guidance to my customer base,” he says.
Although the typical healthcare customer
is highly educated, Turner often finds
himself
providing
guidance
and
information on their own internal
processes such as how to go about
getting funding and getting a purchase
order created as well as providing them
with the obligatory product information.
Referrals rule for Chasen’s and, he says,
they have been a great way to win new
business, especially from hospitals.

potential sale, but it also makes a big difference for the new end user who feels
more comfortable when one of their peers
reaches out to them and talks them
through the process.”
For Turner, the biggest challenge of selling
to the healthcare market is developing the
relationship with the customer, particularly
when they’ve got an existing relationship
with a competitor.
“It’s a consultative sale and a relationshiporiented sale, so if you go in there and
there’s a competitor who has been in there
for a while it may take you some time to
gain their confidence,” says Turner. “You
need to show them you’re just not another
salesperson out for a quick sale.”
Turner feels that clients appreciate working with sales reps and consultants who
are focused virtually exclusively on the
healthcare market.
“If you’re not really a healthcare person,
they don’t want to do business with you,”
he acknowledges.
“When I focus on a project I try to be selective with the manufacturers I’m showing
to the customer because not only do I
need to stand behind it, I need to make
sure it’s going to hold up in a healthcare
environment,” says Turner. “A lot of people
are trying to jump into the healthcare field
with a ‘me-too’ attitude, but they really
need to know the products.”
The healthcare market may not be a good
fit for every dealer, but it’s also one that
can’t be ignored, especially with an aging
baby boomer population that will rely in
greater numbers than at any time in recent
history on the healthcare system. And with
healthcare booming, somebody is going to
need to supply those key products and
furnishings so critical to its day-to-day operations. Why not the independent dealer?

“That referral process is really beneficial,”
explains Turner. “It’s always a help for the
INDEPENDENT DEALER
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THE S.P. RICHARDS COMPANY

2009 Market Share
Development Program
By Larry Goodman, Director of Marketing

Structure [struhk-cher]
(v) the action of building or creating, the development of an organized plan;
(n) an arrangement of elements that form a cohesive whole
In business, as in nature and the arts, there is a powerful elegance associated with structure.
A clear objective, a defined strategy, a skillfully executed plan—these elements comprise the
structure that determines success in today's competitive marketplace.
Office Products Dealers face a myriad of challenges: improving account retention, capturing a larger share of their
existing customers' spend, finding and developing new business, effectively communicating their value proposition
continued on page 23
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2009 Catalogs: S.P. Richards
and reinforcing their brand and organizing
all of these things into a structured plan for
profitable growth.
S.P. Richards Company can help create
that structure. Dealers will find all the cat-

continued from page 22

alogs, promotional tools, and business
building components they need to clearly
define and reinforce their brand and develop an effective sales and marketing
plan in the S.P. Richards Company 2009
Market Share Development Program.

consumer waste paper using soy-based
ink and qualifying for the FSC seal. This,
along with other green initiatives we're investing in, can help dealers become the
go-to resource for taking care of business...and the environment.

We've been asking our customers what
they need to compete and grow their business profitably and we've been listening
to their feedback. Based on what we've
heard, we've made a number of additions and enhancements to our 2009
program. Here are some examples:

Dealers asked us to provide more structured design themes to support their goto-market strategy and to carry these
themes across multiple catalogs and promotional tools within our Market Share Development program. In response, we've
developed a number of Design Suites to
help them consistently tell their story.

Dealers told us they needed to provide their customers a significantly improved online experience. As a result,
we continue investing in superior econtent and more intuitive search features to keep independent dealers on
a level playing field in the online arena.
More and more end user customers
are looking for environmentallyfriendly solutions to their business
product requirements. To meet this
need we launched our "Go Green"
Dealer Catalog, printed on 100% post-
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The market is more competitive than ever
and many dealers are focused on "Fighter
Brands" and the tools to effectively promote them to your customers. Our
SmartChoice Catalog, SmartChoice Highlighted Full Line Catalog, and New
SmartChoice Flyer give them the tools to
compete and win with S.P. Richards’ quality offering of proprietary brands.
Dealers are looking for economical ways
to educate and engage their customers on
continued on page 24
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a consistent basis. Our new Engage e-mail marketing resource will be launching soon and providing
dealers with a great way to stay connected.
Many dealers create their own promotional flyers and
to assist them, we've significantly improved our Create-a-Flyer custom flyer building program, streamlining and expanding dramatically the program’s
capabilities. The program re-launched on October 1
and has been receiving extremely positive reviews.
For those dealers seeking to take their corporate
branding and messaging to the next level, we've
launched our new Custom Shop, a comprehensive offering of innovative corporate marketing tools and brand
development assistance in cooperation with our exclusive strategic marketing partner, PureRed Creative.
From prospecting to account retention and penetration,
we have a number of tools to help dealers structure and support their own unique go-to-market strategies. For additional details on these and other S.P. Richards Programs, contact your
local S.P. Richards sales representative.

Catalog Best Practices
Last year, we asked S. P. Richards director of marketing Larry
Goodman for his suggestions on effective best practices for introducing new catalogs to the marketplace. Here’s what he told us
and it’s just as valid today as it was back then. If you missed it

SIMPLE

effective pink protection

SOLUTIONS

first time around or just could use a friendly reminder, we hope
you’ll find it useful advice.
n Build and maintain a solid database of who receives catalogs
within your customer base.
n Treat catalogs as an inventory SKU. Create a stock number for
the catalogs so you can keep track of how many are in stock and
whether all customers have received the required amount.
n Develop your catalog distribution game plan well in advance of
receipt of the catalogs.
continued on page 25
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2009 Catalogs: S.P. Richards
n Sales reps should hand deliver catalogs whenever possible to those customers deemed most important.
n As part of sales rep distribution, develop a consistent presentation that your
sales team can use to review the new
catalog with their customers.
n Make sure you have a tracking mechanism in place to ensure every customer
gets the required number of new catalogs.
n Drivers should be involved in the
process and the necessary number of
catalogs should be added to all orders
placed by those customers whose catalogs will not be delivered by their sales
reps. If possible this should be automated, so that the catalog stock number
is added to the order and made part of
the packing list and the driver's delivery
manifest.
n At a predetermined point, all customers who have not received catalogs
via their sale rep or with an order they
placed with the dealer should have the
catalogs automatically mailed to them
along with an introductory letter.
n Contests, scavenger hunts, trivia, or
other "fun" elements should be introduced to make the new catalog season a

continued from page 24

fun event that engages the customer
base.
n Development of New Catalog Intro
packs, complete with samples, special
promotions, etc. are a great idea
n The dealer's web site should announce
on the home page that the new catalogs
are in and draw attention to whatever
"fun" activities the dealer has developed
to support the new catalog season. You
might also include an online order form
customers can use to request additional
catalogs.
n Some promotions on new products
should be developed to further add excitement.
n Use the new catalog season as a
particularly effective opportunity to
reach out to inactive accounts and try
and bring them back in as customers.
n As part of an "office declutterization"
drive, dealers should offer to pick up any
other catalogs that may be taking up
space at their customer's office.
n Make old catalog collection fun by offering incentives for sales reps, customer
service reps and drivers, with prizes for
whoever brings in the most copies, either
of your own catalogs or of competitors.

http://www.c-lineproducts.com/pink-ribbon-products.html> http://www.c-lineproducts.com/pink-ribbon-products.html <http://www.c-lineproducts.com/pink-ribbon-products.html
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If you’ve got any ideas of your own that
have worked well for introducing new
books, we’d love to hear them ... just
drop us a line!
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MORE UNCERTAINTY IN 2009:

Critical Success
Factors for the
Independent Dealer
By Bill Kuhn

I must admit, as I write my third annual
column discussing the economic and
industry forecast for the coming year, I’ve
learned to believe the famous saying of the
noted 17th-century French author Francois
de la Rochefoucauld, “The only thing
constant in life is change.”

We are now in the midst of a financial crisis
with no quick recovery in sight. Many foresee
the ripple or domino effect (call it what you
wish) lasting for at least two more years. And
a key point to remember in terms of our
industry—particularly the furniture sector—
we typically lag U.S. economic trends.

Last December, I cautioned dealers about
the brewing economic and financial storm
and posed 12 questions to help you prepare
for 2008. I hope you acted upon those points
early this year; if so, you should be in a
reasonable position today.

No one is smart enough to accurately predict
the future—we cannot yet know the final
outcome of this financial crisis. However, in
these economic times, there are critical
success factors dealers can address.

While all the questions remain relevant for
2009, six are now even more crucial than last
year and bear repeating. These concepts
provide much of the basis for the six critical
success factors that I believe are essential
for dealer success, perhaps even survival,
over the coming year:
n Have you sufficient cash (I would now
add “and borrowing capacity”), either to
grow or survive in a serious recession?
n Have you identified and prioritized your
best market opportunities (which implies a
thorough understanding of your local
market)?
n Have you identified threats to your
business and possible warning signs?

n Manage cash. As editor Simon De Groot
wrote last month, “Make sure cash is king.”
Dealers fail not merely because of lack of
profitability. They fail because of a lack of
cash. As a nation and as an industry, we
have operated with too much leverage, too
much borrowing at too great a risk. Does
your dealership fall into that category?
Dealers who have cash and who have a
sound debt-to-equity ratio are in the catbird
seat (and they know it).
n Keeping control of your cash is vital in
difficult times. Be sure someone is directly
responsible for monitoring cash flow.
Determine what could erode your cash:
drawn out receivables, bad debts, overinventory, customer bankruptcies?

n Have you constructed the most likely
scenarios that could confront your
organization?

n Assess every customer and determine
who could be in bad shape or go broke.
Loose lending practices have allowed many
troubled companies to postpone a day of
reckoning, leading to my second critical
success factor:

n Have you envisioned what your company
will look like at year end?

n Re-evaluate borrowing. Banks are
playing defense. They want to reduce their

n Have you prioritized these risks to your
market and your company?
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exposure and are hesitant to end up with
more bad loans. And it’s not just the major,
highly publicized banks; it’s all banks.
Small businesses are having trouble raising
money and many are seeing their credit lines
cut drastically. Several banks are dissolving
their small business arms. Most banks no
longer allow a company to slip in and out of
loan covenants, something that was
tolerated in the past.
While asset-based lending (such as lending
against receivables and inventory) has been
a popular financing approach between
dealers and their banks, many banks are
getting out of this type of lending or are
lowering the amount they will loan against
these assets. In addition, some are now
beginning to charge significantly higher
interest rates.
n Be proactive with your banker. Scrutinize
your loan agreement and covenants.
Develop a plan to maintain good standing
with your bank—which may mean cutting
expenses, reducing your assets, and
keeping your banker well informed.
Anticipate rising rates, fees and borrowing
costs. Do everything you can to make your
dealership recession-proof.
n Understand your local market. Local
markets are and will be affected very
differently. Geography is destiny. Both the
East and West Coast, heavily dependent
upon the financial sector of our economy,
are being hit hard. Other areas in the
country are still faring quite well. And the
continued on page 27
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Critical Success Factors:
healthcare, education, and government
sectors are providing good opportunities
for many dealers.
There is no universal dealer strategic plan.
What a dealer with whom you have a good
relationship may tell you about business in
his market may have no relevance to your
own operation. And significant differences
can even occur within an individual market.
Don’t simply copycat someone else’s
business plan.
Any number of factors and events may come
into play; therefore, it is important to develop
multiple scenarios, including worst case. If
the economy tanks, you want to be
prepared.
n Outsmart your competition. In the supply
sector, this is a great time to go after the
big box players whose forecast is rather
gloomy. Each of them are facing severe
challenges and in my opinion, they are not
handling those challenges very effectively.
They have lost their luster, and customers

continued from page 26

are seeing that. However, this may be only
a short-term window of opportunity. The
big boxes are big enough to get their act
together in a year’s period of time.
In furniture, many large, project-oriented
dealers whose major revenue is based
upon a very few key accounts are
vulnerable as they become forced to cut
costs so drastically that overall service
suffers. Again, this means you need to
study your competition.
n Strengthen your supplier relationships. In
addition to working more closely with your
lenders, build your relationships (in
furniture) with your key manufacturers and
(in supplies) with your wholesalers and
buying groups. Don’t forget your strategic
partners. They want revenue and they want
to work with and strengthen their best
dealers. They will support the best and
become increasingly intolerant of their
marginal dealers.

n Be Ready for re-growth. We will get
through this period, whether short or long,
mild or deep. Our industry (with the
possible exception of furniture dealers who
are overly dependent upon a few key
accounts and large projects) will not, in my
mind, be hit as hard as most industries.
Weather the storm and be prepared—once
the economy picks up, which it eventually
will—to be the first dealer in your market
positioned to take advantage of the upturn.
Envision what your organization could and
should look like at the end of 2009.

I repeat the conclusion from my column of
a year ago: Every year has uncertainties;
next year will have more than its share.
However, with astute planning, no matter
what black clouds the economy brings, it
will be a storm that can be weathered and
may even reveal a silver lining. Think
strategically. Success next year will be
largely dependent upon you.

Bill Kuhn, principal of William E. Kuhn & Associates, is a noted industry consultant, writer, and speaker with over 35 years of industry experience. He consults with dealer
principals and their management teams in areas of strategic planning, leadership and organizational development, marketing, financial management, valuation and
merger/acquisition. For more information, contact Bill by phone 303-322-8233, fax 303-331-9032, or e-mail: BillKuhn1@cs.com.

Installation made easy. Anywhere.

The First Network of Independent Installation Companies

Over 250 service providers offering trouble-free ofﬁce furniture
installation services throughout North America.
A network of installation professionals
24/7 access to real-time project status
information
Online Quotes, national capability and
experience

Consistent performance and service excellence
nationwide
A one-stop solution for multi-location projects
Moves, reconﬁgs, panel cleaning and more!

Call 1-888-GO-INSTALL Today or go to www.installnet.com
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BUSINESS
REVIEWS:

The
Number
One
Retention
Strategy

By Krista Moore

Krista Moore is President
of K Coaching, LLC an
executive coaching and
consulting practice that
has helped literally
hundreds of independent
dealers maximize their full
potential through
enhancing their
management systems,
sales training, and
leadership development.
For more information, visit
the K Coaching web sites
at www.kcoaching.com,
for coaching and
consulting programs and
www.opwebinar.com for
the latest online training
courses.

As you plan for 2009 and your new CPR strategies,
don’t forget about the all important “R” for business
growth. While the CPR model of Conversion, Penetration and Retention emphasizes the importance of
all three activities and requires they all take place simultaneously for sustainable business growth, it
should be easier to affect your business growth by
improving your retention rate than getting growth
just from new business.
For example, a $7 million dealer that has a 20%
churn (80% retention rate) will lose $1.4 million year
over year, in business gone or down over the prior
year.
With a difficult economy, non-loyal customers will be
looking for a better deal and perhaps easily swayed
to move to another supplier. They will also naturally
be spending less.
For the independent, the landscape is changing. The
market is growing even more competitive and holding onto your existing business will become increasingly challenging. The big boxes are entering your
market and targeting larger local accounts. If your
sales plan for 2009 does not include a proactive re-

tention strategy, you may find your largest accounts
at risk.
Business reviews represent the Number One retention strategy for successful independents. Formal
reviews have become the professional standard for
the national players, and many progressive independents have already begun conducting them as
well. So, what are business reviews, and how do you
make them a standard account management practice for your business?
Business reviews are formal meetings that dealers
conduct annually or bi-annually with their top accounts. During these meetings, dealers review their
past performance with the customer and expand the
discussion to future expectations and opportunities.
Business reviews are a proven method for improving
and solidifying business relationships and for penetrating more deeply into your accounts.
Customer needs and requirements are constantly
changing; business reviews provide the venue for
you to learn first-hand about your customer’s business and purchasing goals.
continued on page 29
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A business review is not merely a “show and tell” on your company and what you have done for the customer (even though that
is certainly a part of it). Instead, think of it as a business partnership discussion.

lationship buyer left tomorrow, is this account at risk?” If they answer this question honestly, it’s often an eye opener.

Everyone on your team needs to understand why you conduct
business reviews. At a minimum, they are a “Thank you” to customers for their business and an opportunity to let them know
how important their business is to your company and how much
you appreciate the relationship.

Give them a reasonable deadline to schedule their reviews, and
ensure that the sales manager and business owner is also in on
that meeting.

Business reviews should also be a great way to anticipate competitive pressure, discover areas where you can improve and better understand the customer’s changing needs and requirements.
Most importantly, by bringing together individuals from your company and from your customer’s organization, you establish a
higher level relationship within the account in the same way that
the national players try to do.
I’ve actually heard sales reps, particularly seasoned ones, say
things like, “I don’t want to conduct a business review; it can open
up a can a worms!” Yikes! Your sales reps need to understand
the value of a business review and its necessity as part of their
account management.

Let your sales reps know that business reviews are their responsibility as part of their account management.

Consider instituting training and role-playing for everyone, to prepare them and help them feel more comfortable with the review
meeting. Execution of the retention strategy is the key.
The greater understanding and more preparation they have, the
more comfortable they’ll feel, and the more likely they’ll be to have
the type of results that good business reviews deliver.
There is no doubt, that if you begin conducting business reviews
as part of your business retention strategy, it will require a certain
investment of time, effort, and focus.
But look at your company’s retention rate and the accounts that
have left or decreased in sales year over year. It could be as high
as 20-25% of your revenue, more than enough to generate a
sense of urgency about a retention strategy in your dealership.
Putting it simply: In times like these, you can’t afford not to!

More importantly, they must understand the consequences of not
having them. I frequently tell sales reps and business owners to
write down their top 10 accounts and ask themselves, “If the re-
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Don’t JUST
Ride It Out
By Tom Buxton

Tom Buxton is founder and
CEO of InterBiz Group,
a consulting firm that works
with independent office
products dealers to help
increase sales and profitability,
for more information,
visit www.interbizgroup.com.
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“When Staples called us, I felt so honored that they
would consider us big enough to buy from them. We
have always loved your service, but with the economy
the way it is we want to work with larger companies
like Staples in order to cut costs. I am sorry we won’t
be dealing with your company any more, but I am
sure you must understand why we are leaving.”
The preceding statement is a reconstruction of an actual conversation that took place between a former
customer and an independent sales rep last month.
It had never occurred to the rep that his customer
might leave him. He had always been there once a
week. He always had something in his hand to offer
the customer.
It used to be good enough, but suddenly doing the
same things the same way didn’t work anymore. The
safety of a brand name took his customer away, because the rep hadn’t changed his game.
Have you tried to change your company’s approach
recently? Have you asked questions like:
What is good about the way we do things and what
needs to be improved?
Do my reps know how to “inoculate” their customers
from Staples and the other big boxes without depending upon the price matching game?
Have we used the excuse that our customers don’t like
the Internet a little too long? Especially when we consider that most of the best performing independent
dealers generate way over 50% of their business on
the web.
What costs could be cut without affecting our service
to customers?
Have I become a “dinosaur” that won’t change because the old ways used to work?
Why do people buy from us anyway?
Hopefully, you have asked yourselves some of these
questions recently. But traveling around the country I
have seen far too many dealers either too afraid or
too stubborn to contemplate change. I have also
watched a number of good companies struggle and
die. Don’t be one of them.
INDEPENDENT DEALER

Here are a few suggestions on how you can go about
making your company stronger next year. All of the
ideas involve some sort of education and some of
them come with a price tag.
Do not be afraid to spend money on change if it can
make the difference between winning and losing. It
is my belief that the challenges that we face because
of current economic conditions must be met head on.
I further believe that most who choose the status quo
as an option will fail.
Books to Read (A Short List)
n The E-Myth Revisited: Why Most Small Businesses Don't Work and What to Do About It by
Michael E. Gerber:
n Good to Great by Jim Collins
n Blue Ocean Strategy: How to Create Uncontested
Market Space and Make Competition Irrelevant by
W. Chan Kim and, Renée Mauborgne
n We Shoot Every Third Salesperson: The Second
One Just Left and How to Become a Superstar
Sales Professional by Winnie Ary
Magazines
n INDEPENDENT DEALER,
but you knew that already!
n OPI and Office Dealer
(yes we even mention competitors)
n Business Week
n The Economist
n Inc Magazine
n Money
National Training Opportunities
n AOPD offers “How to Win Regional and National
Accounts” (members only). Contact AOPD executive
director Bud Mundt (bud@aopd.com)
n SPR University Online provides training materials
on various topics Contact your local S.P. Richards
representative.
continued on page 31
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n TriMega Triumph Sales Training and Triumph
Operations Training (members only). Contact
TriMega EVP Grady Taylor (gtaylor@trimega.org).
n UDT training from United Stationers covers
numerous topics related to both sales and operations and is offered at various locations and on
the web. Contact your local United representative.
Industry Veteran Coaching & Training
Business and Financial Management
n Bill Kuhn, principal of William E. Kuhn & Associates, provides consulting for dealer principals
and their management teams on strategic planning, leadership and organizational development, marketing, financial management,
valuation and merger/acquisition.
BillKuhn1@cs.com

Sales and Sales Management Training
n Interbizgroup (my company) provides margin,
bid and profitability consulting for owners and
sales teams. www.interbizgroup.com
n K-Coaching from Krista Moore focuses on
coaching, sales and sales management training
and is delivered both live and on the Web.
www.kcoaching.com
n Maximum Performance Group by Jeff Gardner
focuses on improving sales teams through improving time management and assessment of
current rep skills.
www.maximumperformancegroup.com
n True Colors Consulting by Mark Slatin focuses
on sales and sales management training with a
special emphasis on building trust within relationships. www.truecolorsconsulting.com
Efficiency and Time Management Training

Marketing and Brand Management
n Trish Brock & Associates provides a broad
range of consulting services that include branding, market assessments and sales materials as
well as leadership, communication and gender
training. tbrock@trishbrockassoc.com

n Turner Time by Steve Turner trains both high
level executives and regular employees how to
save between 30 minutes and 1 hour each day
by organizing themselves and their computers.
www.getturnertime.com

Obviously, this list of resources is somewhat
lengthy and you won’t need all of them. Alternatively, you may have read other books or used
different groups that have helped your company
change. If so please let us know, so we can add
them to this list.
The question for all of us is, What will we do to
improve our people and thus our companies next
year? History tells us that if you just try to “ride it
out” during a time of economic uncertainty, your
chances of long-term success are significantly reduced. There are no guarantees in this life, but if
nothing else, the past few months have taught us
all the wisdom of the old adage: “Change or die.”

Federal Government
Fails Small
Businesses Yet
Again
by Paul A. Miller
If the current economic crisis isn’t enough to deal with, we now
learn the federal government has failed to reach its small business
goals yet again.
The Small Business Administration
(SBA) estimates that the federal
government spent $83.2 billion with
small businesses in 2007, and says
22% of its contracts were awarded
to small businesses.
That may sound like progress given
the small business goal of 23%, but
this number fails to reflect the $5 to
$10 billion in contracts that were
supposed to be awarded to small
businesses, but instead went to
large corporate giants, as reported
recently by The Washington Post
and other publications.
In its review, The Post found 36 of
the 200 companies analyzed do not
qualify as legitimate small businesses. In addition, The Post found
that roughly $1.2 billion in awarded
contracts went to international conglomerates with thousands of employees.
Paul Miller is a founding partner in Miller/Wenhold Capitol
Strategies, LLC, providers of
direct and grassroots lobbying, legislative and regulatory
tracking, advocacy planning
and implementation and related services. Before setting
up Miller/Wenhold, Miller
served as government affairs
director for the National Office
Products Alliance and the Office Furniture Dealers Alliance
(NOPA/OFDA). In addition to
his lobbying and regulatory
monitoring activities, Paul
also provides consulting services to businesses on selling
to the federal, state and local
government markets. For
more information, visit
www.mwcapitol.com.
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The biggest errors were made by
the Defense Department, Homeland Security, and the General
Services Administration. In other
words, the agencies with the
biggest budgets and bureaucracies
are the ones with the biggest errors!
To say, therefore, that the federal
government missed its small business goal by only 1 percent in 2007
is inaccurate and misleading. And if
The Post uncovered somewhere
between $5 billion and $10 billion
worth of miscoded federal contracts, it’s not unreasonable to as-

sume their investigators missed
many more and that the losses to
small business are really much
higher.
And, of course, the situation becomes even worse when you take
into account all the contract “passthroughs” independent dealers
have to put up with.

Real Penalties Needed
At the end of the day, nothing will
stop government contracts being
classified incorrectly if no real
penalties are handed out for false
claims. Currently, if a large corporation is caught masquerading as a
small business, all it gets is a nominal fine that becomes nothing more
than a cost of doing business (and
in most cases, not even that happens).
So can anything be done to prevent
these abuses?
First of all, the SBA has to be elevated to a cabinet post and given
the resources it needs to fulfill its
mission if it is going to have any real
teeth.
Secondly, the House and Senate
Small Business Committees need
more authority to act on behalf of
small businesses. In the House,
Small Business Committee Chairwoman Nydia Velazquez has made
great strides, but she needs more
support and more resources.
Thirdly, small businesses from every
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sector need to be better organized.
Abuses like the ones reported by
The Washington Post are allowed to
happen because small businesses
have consistently been taken for
granted by present and past administrations. Small businesses need to
come together and demand real
changes, and not accept any more
lip service.
Finally, small businesses need more
real champions in Congress. It’s
one thing to tell your constituents
you support them every two, four or
six years. But it’s quite another to
back up that claim with action.
Small businesses need to demand
more real action from their members of Congress—the abuses described above provide a perfect
example of just what’s at stake.
I believe most members of Congress mean what they say when it
comes to your issues. But there has
to be a stronger push—by them
and you—if the coming legislative
agenda is going to provide truly
meaningful support for the small
business community.
The next Congress will present us
with real challenges and opportunities. I would encourage everyone to
stay active, continue the effort to
level the playing field for small businesses and work hard to finally put
an end to the abuses that have favored our much larger competitors
for far too long.
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TheLASTword
Time for Independents to Become
Truly Sustainable Operators
By Sean Marx,
CEO, Give Something Back, Inc.
Oakland California
At Give Something Back, a commitment to sustainability
has long been part of our culture. Here’s how we
approach it:
First we define it. At Give Something Back we believe
that sustainability is not an attribute of any one product
we sell or a single characteristic of our company but
rather a system condition. For Give Something Back to
be sustainable we must be positively contributing
members of a larger community, called an ecosystem.
As such, we choose to restore and protect our
ecosystem and the people who inhabit it to ensure the
health and vitality of our future generations.
And we get real about the impacts of our industry. The
office products industry benefits from cheap labor and
products from developing countries. The unfortunate
reality is that there are hidden costs buried beneath
those discounts. Environmental and social costs are
making their way into the consumer spotlight. It is our
responsibility to push our industry to move beyond
“business as usual” and towards collaboration and
innovation. This means designing products that are
better on the environment, proactively engaging with our
overseas suppliers and rewarding those who protect
human rights and the environment.
We set goals and get creative about achieving them. Our
dealership used 77,000 cardboard boxes last year. We
need those boxes to protect products but do we need
to use a new box every time? To reduce the number of
boxes we were using (and the environmental costs
associated with manufacturing them), we initiated a
program that allows customers to return boxes with the
driver to be used again. Customers have more room in
their supply closet for more products, and our otherwise
empty trucks are full on the way back to the warehouse.
We educate our employees who educate our customers.
It is our responsibility to provide customers with the
tools and information they need to make a qualified
decision about any given product. To do that, we are
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working to provide more visibility into the product’s
entire life-cycle; from design to obsolescence. We
encourage our employees and customers to ask
questions like these when choosing a product:
What are the ingredients?
Who manufactured it and where?
How far did the product travel to get to the end
user?
Can it be reused?
Can it be deconstructed, reused or recycled?
We also push our wholesalers and manufacturers to
provide us with the appropriate environmental data to
ensure the credibility of ”green” products.
There are several reasons why other dealers should join
us and commit to more environmentally-responsible
policies and procedures.
It makes business cents. Greening our own business
has saved us money. The energy costs alone, through
retrofits and rebates, have easily justified our choice to
be a sustainable operator. Our message to you: Do
these retrofits now, because soon they will be mandated
and there will be no carrot given out for the followers,
only the early adopters.
Customers will notice. They will notice if you take action
and if you don’t. Especially in the economy we all face
today, customers will begin to expect more from you.
They will look for services that save them money, help
their businesses succeed, and make it easy for them to
do something good at the same time.
You have children. It can be difficult in a society that
sees mainly short-term to look further into the future. We
challenge you to try. We believe the science of climate
change and water shortages, and we understand that
these problems are overdue for action. That means that
our children will inherit them. What will your business’s
legacy be?
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